
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Open Call- 

Dwarsdriewer Performing Art Festival 

2020 

The subscriptions for the second edition of Dwarsdriewer Performing Art Festival, are open until 

December 31st 2019. 

Dwarsdriewer is a great opportunity to share your art in a raw environment. It can be very 

interesting to get feedback from an audience that does not usually see contemporary performance 

art. 

We are a relatively small community and for one weekend we open up for intense exchange 

amongst the artists and with the audience 

 

 

Artists are required to be available:  

 

Friday     28th August 2020 (travel and arrival day)  

Saturday 29th August 2020 (performance day 1) 

Sunday   30th August 2020 (performance day 2) 

Monday  31st August 2020 (goodbye, departure, travel) 

 

 

Travelcosts and a fee will be covered. 

 

 

 

 



Dwarsdriewer Performing Art Festival, is organized by Leon Franzke and Hanna-Lina Hutzfeldt-

Franzke with the aim of enhancing and promoting the existence of contemporary dance and 

installation in the north of Germany. The event offers the possability of sharing/presenting your 

work in the following formats: 

-Workshops    

-Interactive performance/walking act    

-Performance Daytime      

-Performance Evening Programme   

-Video Projection/Installation  

-Fine Art/Installation 

-Music (Bands, Solo, DJ, Percussion etc.) 

Dwarsdriewer is open to all contemporary artists of any nationality, individuals or groups. There are 

no age limitations. Works can be made in any Performing or Fine Arts technique. For all 

participants, travel cost, accomodation and a work fee will be provided. Subscription will be open 

until 31st December  2019. 



The Organization 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leon Emil Franzke 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hanna-Lina Hutzfeld-Franzke 

 

 

 

 

-Gymnastiklehrer                                                                                      

-Bachelor Contemporary Dance  

-Master Cultural Management (current until 2020)                                                              

-Since 2016 Choreographer and Performer for NEON Choreografic Collective             

-Housechoreographer of Theater aan de Rijn, Arnhem  

-Lecturer for RAID at ArtEZ Institute Of The Arts                                

 -Personal Trainer for Fitness and Gymnastik                                           

-Teacher contemporary dance 

-Gymnastiklehrerin 

-Student bachelor dance education 

-Choreogoapher 

-Specialized in interdisciplinary 

  and public space performances 

-Leadership in marketing and promotion 

-Teacher dancefusion at hiphp factory tilburg 



Requirements: 

All participants should keep in mind that Dwarsdriewer takes place on the beach. 

Content and form of the offered project should be applicable to an outside space with 

basic technical requirements. 

 

Workshops: 

Dwarsdriewer Workshops are tought in english or german and are open to all levels and ages. The 

duration should be 60-120 minutes. We wish for creative topics and new fields. Dont be scared to 

suggest unusal workshop contents! 

 

Walking act/interactive performance: 

As a walking act you should be displayed to the audience for around 4 hours (with individual 

breaks) divided over one of the two festival days. The other day you are welcome to stay and join 

the festival. Audiences will mainly understand german and english. 

 

Performances evening programme: 

On the evening of saturday 29.08.2020 there will be a performance of 4 short pieces. Each piece 

should fit the time frame of 15-30 minutes. The performance will take place in an outside space on 

a wooden floor with dance carpet on Top. Very basic light and sound will be provided. Audience 

can be seated frontal or circular. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Performances daytime (on location): 

Additional to the evening performance there will be performances throughout the two festival days. 

There is no limitation in length and you are very welcome but not obliged to perform more than 

once during the day. Theese performances will not take place on a stage but you are able to find 

your location spontaeniously. Possabilities are: on the beach(sand or rocks), in the water, between 

the tents on the camping ground, in the forrest....  We encourage you to come with own suggestions!  

 

Music Performances: 

According to our concept we encourage  

experimental and/or contemporary musicians  

to apply. If you are a DJ, Percussionist, metal  

Band or singer songwriter etc. and have a  

fresh way of performing don’t be afraid to  

apply. Dwarsdriewer is the perfect place to  

present your edgy work to a creative audience  

and other artists and get constructive and  

serious feedback. Nevertheless light and  

entertaining music is also wanted and  

welcome to apply! 

 

Video Projection: 

We are looking for a video projection that is specifically created and engineered for the beach.  

Concept and execution of the projection have to be related in some way to a theme connected to 

water, nature, northern germany or the coflict of local and global culture. We are excited to see your 

solution to the challenge of projecting on water or sand or creating your own surface to project on. 

Every original, clever or funny idea is welcome! 

 

Fine Art/Installation: 

Create anything that needs to be created or  

shown at the beach. There are no limitations  

to materials, techniques, disciplines or funktions.  

We are interested in Installations that: 

-create sound 

-are beautifull 

-connect to the elements that are there  

(wind and water) 

-are intelligent 

-are critical or political 

-are interactive 

-you don't need a truck or crane to install 

 

We want to hear your ideas, lets find out together what is possible in this alternative setting! 



         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: 

Adress: 

Phone: 

email: 

 

I would like to apply in the following discipline: 

   Workshop 

 

 

 

 

 

Aplication Form 

 

 

 

 

Walking act 

Performance evening programme 

 

Fine Art/Installation 

Video Projection 

Performance daytime (on location)  



Short description of the work  :                                            

(concept/topic/content/technique)                                                                                                  

300 words max 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

Video link:_____________________________________________ 

Number artists/performers:________________________________ 

Duration of performance:_________________________________ 

(if applicable) 

 

 

 

Name:_________________________ 



 

 

 

Dwarsdriewer 
Performing Arts Festival 
2020 28. – 31. August 

Falkenhorst 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 


